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Abstract

Purpose This Phase I study determined the maximum-

tolerated dose (MTD) of afatinib (Afatinib is an investi-

gational compound and its safety and efficacy have not yet

been established) (BIBW 2992; trade name not yet

approved by FDA), an irreversible inhibitor of epidermal

growth factor receptor (EGFR)/human epidermal growth

factor receptor (HER)1 and 2, up to a dose of 50 mg/day in

advanced non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), to establish

the recommended dose for Phase II.

Methods Patients with advanced NSCLC who had

received prior platinum-doublet chemotherapy and/or erl-

otinib/gefitinib therapy, or who were ineligible for, or not

amenable to, treatment with established therapies, received

oral afatinib once daily. The MTD was determined based

on dose-limiting toxicities (DLTs); other assessments

included safety, pharmacokinetic profile, antitumour activity

according to response evaluation criteria in solid tumours

and EGFR/HER1 mutation analysis where possible.

Results Twelve evaluable patients were treated at doses

of 20–50 mg/day. One DLT was observed at 50 mg/day in

Course 1 (Grade 3 mucositis). The most frequent drug-

related adverse events were diarrhoea, dry skin, stomatitis,

rash, paronychia and anorexia; most were Grade 1 or 2. Six

out of 12 patients had tumour size reductions; durable

stable disease was achieved in three patients including one

with EGFR/HER1 exon 19 and T790 M mutations. Peak

plasma concentrations of afatinib were reached 3–4 h after

administration and declined with a half-life of 30–40 h.

Afatinib 50 mg/day was well tolerated with an acceptable

safety profile during Phase I.

Conclusion Recommended dose for Phase II was defined

as 50 mg/day for Japanese patients; the same as for non-

Japanese patients.

Keywords Phase I � Afatinib � BIBW 2992 �
Epidermal growth factor receptor � Tyrosine kinase

inhibitor � Non-small cell lung cancer

Introduction

Despite the availability of a variety of conventional anti-

cancer agents, non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC)
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remains a leading cause of cancer death worldwide.

However, increased understanding of the mechanisms

underlying cancer development has led to rational

approaches to drug development and new treatment agents

designed to specifically target these mechanistic pathways

[1]. The epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR or ErbB)

tyrosine kinase family is one of the most extensively

studied signal transduction networks and is known to

promote cancer cell proliferation and tumour invasion [2].

The ErbB receptor family consists of four receptor tyrosine

kinases, which includes EGFR (also known as ErbB1 or

human epidermal growth factor receptor [HER]1), HER2

(neu/ErbB2), HER3 (ErbB3) and HER4 (ErbB4) [2, 3].

Hyperactivation of the ErbB signalling network has been

observed in a variety of malignancies [2, 4] and represents

an attractive option for targeted therapy in patients with

NSCLC, as overexpression of EGFR/HER1 has been

detected in 40–80% of NSCLC tumours [5, 6]. Indeed, the

small molecule, reversible, EGFR/HER1 tyrosine kinase

inhibitors (TKIs), gefitinib and erlotinib, demonstrate

selectivity for EGFR/HER1 and are associated with anti-

tumour activity in NSCLC [7–10]. Unfortunately, resis-

tance to reversible TKIs such as gefitinib and erlotinib

develops in all patients. This has been attributed to clonal

selection of tumour cells, which exhibit resistance mech-

anisms such as additional mutations in EGFR/HER1, for

example T790 M, that renders gefitinib and erlotinib

ineffective inhibitors of EGFR/HER1 kinase activity, or by

amplification of the hepatocyte growth factor receptor

(MET) oncogene, another receptor tyrosine kinase [11–13].

Thus, there is a need for improved targeted therapies that

can overcome the mechanisms associated with resistance.

Afatinib (BIBW 2992) is a novel, next-generation,

irreversible TKI that selectively targets EGFR/HER1 (half-

maximal inhibitory concentration [IC50] 0.5 nM) and

HER2 (IC50 14 nM) [14]. Irreversible binding of afatinib to

the target receptor is an attractive feature and may help to

overcome the issue of resistance. Furthermore, afatinib is

thought to inhibit all cancer-relevant EGFR/HER1- and

HER2-containing dimers [14]. In vitro studies have shown

that afatinib inhibits the anchorage-independent prolifera-

tion of NSCLC cell lines irrespective of the EGFR/HER1

mutational status [14] and has demonstrated antitumour

activity in NSCLC models in vivo [14]. Afatinib has also

shown superior activity to gefitinib and erlotinib in

T790 M models in vivo [14].

Data from Phase I/II trials have demonstrated the effi-

cacy of afatinib in patients with NSCLC harbouring EGFR/

HER1-activating mutations [15, 16]. This small-scale,

open-label, uncontrolled Phase I/II trial was planned to

specifically estimate the efficacy of afatinib in patients with

advanced NSCLC. An assessment of overall safety data

from four previous Phase I trials in non-Japanese patients

[17–20] established a recommended Phase II dose of

50 mg/day for continuous daily dosing of afatinib [20].

Based on this experience, treatment groups receiving

higher than 50 mg were not included in this study to ensure

the safety of Japanese patients. The Phase I step of this

study was, therefore, performed to determine the maxi-

mum-tolerated dose (MTD) at dose levels of up to 50 mg/

day (i.e. recommended Phase II dose in non-Japanese

patients) and to determine the recommended dose for the

Phase II step in Japanese patients. Here, we report the

Phase I findings.

Materials and methods

Study design

This was a Phase I/II, open-label, multicentre trial con-

ducted in Japan. Here, we report the findings from the

Phase I part of this trial, which followed a dose-escalation

design. The primary endpoint of this study was to assess

the safety of afatinib based on the incidence of dose-lim-

iting toxicities (DLTs) and the incidence and intensity of

adverse events (AEs). This study was conducted according

to the Declaration of Helsinki and in accordance with the

Guideline for Good Clinical Practice. Written informed

consent was obtained from all participants.

Study population

Eligible patients were adults (C20 and B74 years) with

pathological confirmation of NSCLC with tissue or cyto-

logical diagnosis who had previously received platinum-

doublet chemotherapy and/or erlotinib/gefitinib therapy or

who were ineligible for, or not amenable to, treatment with

established therapies. Patients were required to have a life

expectancy of at least 3 months and an Eastern Cooperative

Oncology Group (ECOG) performance score of 0 or 1.

Patients were also required to have fully recovered from

all therapy-related toxicities (except for alopecia) from

previous chemo-, hormone-, immuno- or radiotherapies

to Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events

(CTCAE) Grade B1 and from previous surgery. All patients

must have terminated prior chemo-, hormone-, immuno- or

radiotherapy 4 weeks before enrolment. Patients with sig-

nificant gastrointestinal disorders with diarrhoea as a major

symptom, e.g. Crohn’s disease, malabsorption or CTCAE

Grade [2 diarrhoea of any aetiology at the time of enrol-

ment, were excluded from study entry. Additional exclusion

criteria included current or previous history of distinct/

suspected pulmonary fibrosis or interstitial lung disease

determined by the chest radiographic findings, brain tumour

and/or brain metastases, active double cancer, a history of
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uncontrolled cardiac disease, coelomic fluid retention

requiring treatment or uncontrolled concomitant disease

(such as diabetes mellitus and hypertension). Sexually

active patients unwilling to use a medically acceptable

method of contraception during the trial, and pregnant or

breast-feeding women, were also excluded.

Dose escalation

Afatinib was administered orally in continuous daily dos-

ing based on a 28-day treatment course and was continued

until disease progression or intolerable toxicity. Dose

escalation followed a 3 ? 3 escalation scheme; a minimum

of three patients were treated per dose level with expansion

to six patients if a DLT was observed in Course 1. If no

patient experienced a DLT, dose escalation was continued.

The starting dose was 20 mg/day with escalation to 40 mg/day

and then 50 mg/day. Dose escalation was discontinued

when the upper limit (50 mg) was reached or MTD was

determined.

Concomitant medications

Anti-diarrhoeal drugs, such as loperamide, were permitted

to manage diarrhoea, and patients with CTCAE Grade C2

nausea and/or vomiting were permitted anti-emetic ther-

apy. Patients who experienced CTCAE Grade C2 diar-

rhoea, nausea and/or vomiting for 7 days or more, despite

supportive care, were required to stop afatinib treatment

until recovery (CTCAE Grade B1).

Study assessments

The safety and tolerability of afatinib was assessed by

changes in the incidence and severity of AEs according to

CTCAE version 3.0 and by physical examination, vital

signs (including twelve-lead electrocardiogram) and labo-

ratory parameters.

All toxicities were graded using CTCAE version 3.0.

A DLT was defined as a drug-related CTCAE Grade 3 or 4

non-haematological toxicity (except for transient electro-

lyte abnormality), or Grade 4 drug-related haematological

toxicity. Additional DLTs included: CTCAE Grade C2

decrease in cardiac left ventricular function; CTCAE Grade

C3 nausea and/or vomiting or persistent CTCAE Grade C2

nausea and/or vomiting for C7 days, despite anti-emetic

medication; and CTCAE Grade C3 diarrhoea or persistent

CTCAE Grade C2 diarrhoea for C7 days, despite anti-di-

arrhoeal medication, such as loperamide. The MTD was

defined on the basis of DLTs observed during the first

treatment course (4 weeks) and was a dose B50 mg once

daily, at which no more than 33% of patients experienced a

DLT.

Tumour response was assessed according to response

evaluation criteria in solid tumours. Target lesions were

defined as either having a complete response, partial

response, stable disease or progressive disease. Patients

were assessed at screening and then at the end of every

treatment course.

EGFR/HER1 mutation analysis was performed where

possible. Tumour biopsies and surgical material from prior

biopsy sampling or surgery were collected from respective

sites (pathology departments) during the screening period.

Initial diagnostic tumour specimens and/or tissue material

obtained at disease recurrence after initial EGFR/HER1

TKI treatment was considered adequate. If multiple biop-

sies were available for individual patients, the most recent

and/or the most appropriate biopsy material was requested.

Tumour material and a single serum sample collected dur-

ing the screening period were centrally analysed for EGFR/

HER1 mutations using the Scorpion Amplified Refractory

Mutation SystemTM and Direct Sequencing. The genome

DNA solution was analysed using a DxS EGFR/HER1

Mutation Test Kit. A Sequence Detection System (Applied

Biosystems, ABI PRISM 7700) was used to detect muta-

tions in EGFR/HER1. A Genetic Analyzer (Applied Bio-

systems, ABI PRISM 3100) was used to analyse the nucleic

acid sequence of the EGFR/HER1 gene.

Pharmacokinetic sampling and data analysis in Course 1

Blood samples for the evaluation of pharmacokinetic (PK)

parameters were collected at pre-dose, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7

and 9 h, and 24 h after dosing on Days 1, 28 and 48, and

72 h after dosing on Day 28. Pre-dose blood samples to

determine trough plasma concentrations were collected on

Days 8, 15 and 22 before drug administration. Afatinib

plasma concentrations were determined by validated high-

performance liquid chromatography coupled to tandem

mass spectrometry. Non-compartmental PK parameters

were determined using WinNonlin�.

Statistical analyses

All patients who received at least one dose of afatinib

(treated set) were included in the efficacy and safety analy-

ses. Safety, efficacy and PK characteristics were analysed in

an exploratory and descriptive manner.

Results

Patient population

In total, 13 patients were enrolled in this study, and 12

patients were treated (five men and seven women); three
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patients were treated with afatinib 20 mg/day, three

patients were treated with afatinib 40 mg/day and six

patients were treated with afatinib 50 mg/day. The median

(range) duration of afatinib exposure was 68.5 (28–370)

days. Patient demographics and clinical characteristics are

summarized in Table 1. Patients were heavily pre-treated

with an average of three and a half previous chemotherapy

regimens. All patients eventually discontinued treatment.

Ten patients discontinued study medication because of

disease progression, one patient discontinued owing to an

AE not related to afatinib and one patient withdrew con-

sent. EGFR/HER1 mutation analysis was conducted for 11

patients: five patients were found to have EGFR/HER1

mutations, of which four had double mutations including

the T790 M mutation (see Table 1).

Safety

All twelve treated patients were evaluable for safety, and all

experienced at least one drug-related AE (Table 2). The

most frequent drug-related AEs observed in more than 40%

of the patients were diarrhoea, dry skin, stomatitis, rash,

paronychia and anorexia. Only one patient (afatinib 20 mg/

day group) experienced an AE leading to discontinuation of

study medication. This patient developed bile duct cancer

(active second primary cancer; serious AE), which occurred

in Course 1, and was considered unrelated to the study

medication. Two additional patients experienced serious

AEs of mucosal inflammation and enteritis, respectively;

both were experienced in patients receiving afatinib 50 mg/

day, were considered related to the study medication and

were resolved following study drug discontinuation.

Four patients required a one-step dose reduction of

afatinib related to AEs (one patient in the 40 mg/day dose

group and three patients in the 50 mg/day dose group).

Adverse events necessitating dose reduction included rash,

paronychia, mucosal inflammation, diarrhoea and enteritis.

Only one DLT was reported during Course 1; Grade 3

mucosal inflammation in a patient receiving afatinib

50 mg/day that resolved following dose interruption fol-

lowed by reduction. Two further DLTs were reported after

Course 1 in patients receiving afatinib 50 mg/day; one

patient experienced Grade 3 enteritis in Course 4 and one

patient experienced Grade 3 diarrhoea in Course 2. Both

events resolved following dose reduction.

No clinically significant changes were noted in clinical

laboratory parameters, vital signs, electrocardiograms and

left ventricular function.

Efficacy

All twelve treated patients were evaluable for response. No

complete responses or partial responses were reported. Six

out of twelve patients had tumour size reductions; details of

the patients experiencing tumour reduction are shown in

Table 3 and Fig. 1, which illustrate the maximum tumour

size reduction of individual patients by mutation status.

Nine patients reported a best overall response as stable

disease, with three achieving prolonged stable disease. One

patient, a 64-year-old woman with an adenocarcinoma of

the lung diagnosed 2.9 years ago and resistant to gefitinib

and erlotinib, was progression-free for 310 days and had a

maximum tumour size reduction of -7.7% (stable disease),

despite the presence of T790 M resistance mutations.

Table 1 Patient demographic characteristics

Characteristic Afatinib

Age (years): median (range) 62.5 (39–67)

Men/Women 5/7

ECOG score:

0 8

1 4

Smoking history:

Non-smoker 7

Ex-smoker 5

EGFR/HER1 mutation status:

Del 19 ? T790 M (tissue)/NA (serum) 1

Del 19 (tissue)/Del 19 ? T790 M (serum) 1

NA (tissue)/Del 19 ? T790 M (serum) 1

NA (tissue)/L858R ? T790 M (serum) 1

NA (tissue)/S768I (serum) 1

Wild (tissue)/Wild (serum) 1

NA (tissue)/Wild (serum) 5

NA (tissue)/NA (serum) 1

Tumour histology

Adenocarcinoma 10

Squamous cell carcinoma 1

Squamous/adenocarcinoma 1

Number of metastasis sites: median (range) 4.0 (0–11)

Number of prior chemotherapy (range) 3.5 (1–8)

Prior therapies:

Surgery 3

Radiotherapy 5

Prior erlotinib and/or gefitinib 8

Clinical stage at screening:

IIIB 1

IV 11

Starting dose of afatinib (mg):

20 3

40 3

50 6

ECOG Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group, EGFR Epidermal

growth factor receptor, HER Human epidermal growth factor, NA not

applicable
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Response was maintained for more than 11 courses before

progressive disease (see Table 3). The median number

(range) of courses was 2.5 (1–18).

Pharmacokinetics

Peak plasma concentrations of afatinib were reached at

3–5 h after drug administration and subsequently declined

with at least in a biphasic manner (Fig. 2). In some

patients, double-peak plasma concentration–time profiles

of afatinib were observed. The PK parameters of afatinib

are summarized in Table 4. Median tmax and tmax,ss of

afatinib were approximately 3–4 h. The area under the

curve (AUC)0–24 and Cmax values of afatinib increased with

increasing doses for all doses on Day 1 and all doses except

50 mg at steady state (Table 4). The geometric mean

(gMean) values of the apparent total clearance were large

and ranged from 799 to 1,200 mL/min on Day 1 and from

538 to 827 mL/min on Day 28. Afatinib exhibited a high

apparent volume of distribution ranging from 1,880 to

2,710 L on Day 28. The terminal half-life (t1/2) ranged

from 14.8 to 37.9 h on Day 1 and from 33.5 to 40.4 h on

Day 28. The gMean values of accumulation ratios (single

dose vs. steady state) based on the AUC and on Cmax were

between 1.96 and 3.97, and 1.63 and 4.41, respectively.

Steady state was reached at around Day 8.

Discussion

The aim of the Phase I stage of this study was to estimate

the MTD of afatinib, up to 50 mg/day, in patients with

advanced NSCLC and to determine the recommended dose

for Phase II evaluation. In this study, afatinib 50 mg

administered as an oral, once-daily continuous dose, was

well tolerated with an acceptable safety profile. Whilst

DLTs occurred in three of the six patients treated with

afatinib 50 mg, only one patient in treatment Course 1, the

treatment course in which MTD was defined, experienced a

DLT. Furthermore, no DLTs resulted in study discontinu-

ation, and all three patients who experienced DLTs con-

tinued to receive afatinib at a lower dose.

Table 2 Treatment-related AEs occurring at a rate [10% of the total population by dose and highest CTCAE Grade C2

Adverse eventa Afatinib dose, n All doses (n = 12), n (%)

20 mg (n = 3) 40 mg (n = 3) 50 mg (n = 6)

Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 2 Grade 3 All grades

Diarrhoea 0 0 2 0 3 1 10 (83.3)

Dry skin 1 0 1 0 2 0 9 (75.0)

Stomatitis 0 0 1 0 1 0 7 (58.3)

Rash 1 0 3 0 2 0 7 (58.3)

Paronychia 0 0 1 0 2 0 6 (50.0)

Anorexia 0 0 0 0 1 0 5 (41.7)

Nausea 0 0 1 0 2 0 3 (25.0)

Acne 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 (25.0)

Mucosal dryness 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 (25.0)

Mucosal inflammation 0 0 0 0 2 1 3 (25.0)

Blood urine present 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 (25.0)

Weight decreased 1 0 0 0 2 0 3 (25.0)

Pharyngitis 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 (16.7)

Leucopoenia 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 (16.7)

Conjunctivitis 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 (16.7)

Epistaxis 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 (16.7)

Oropharyngeal discomfort 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 (16.7)

Vomiting 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 (16.7)

Nail disorder 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 (16.7)

Pruritus 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 (16.7)

Fatigue 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 (16.7)

Malaise 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 (16.7)

AE adverse event, CTCAE Common terminology criteria for adverse events
a Preferred terms
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The tolerability profile of afatinib 50 mg/day reported

here in Japanese patients was similar to that previously

observed in the non-Japanese population; diarrhoea and

skin-related AEs were predominant and were manageable

with a combination of appropriate concomitant medication

and dose reduction. Therefore, continuous oral adminis-

tration of afatinib at a starting dose of 50 mg once daily

together with a tolerability-adapted, dose-reduction scheme

and supportive care, was deemed an appropriate dosing

regimen for Japanese patients in the Phase II step of this

trial. Given that this patient population has already been

previously treated with a reversible EGFR/HER1 TKI,

dose intensity could be crucial, and the proposed dosing

regimen will give these patients the opportunity of treat-

ment with the highest possible dose for the longest

duration.

Importantly, preliminary signs of efficacy were observed

in this heavily pre-treated population. Although no partial

or complete responses were observed, six out of 12 patients

had tumour size reductions, with three achieving prolonged

stable disease. This included one patient with a mutation in

EGFR/HER1 exon 19 (T790 M), who remained progres-

sion-free for 11 months. This patient had previously

received both gefitinib and erlotinib treatment.

Although the number of patients included in this study

was limited, there appeared to be no relationship between

mutation status and the maximum percentage change in

target lesion from baseline or days on study. These findings

support the use of afatinib as a potential novel treatment

option for patients with advanced NSCLC and tumours

harbouring EGFR/HER1 mutations, even after previous

treatment with reversible EGFR/HER1 TKIs. The findings

reported here are also in agreement with previous findings

Table 3 Profiles of patients with tumour size reduction

Age

(sex)

Histology Previous treatment Afatinib

dose

(daily; mg)

Month/

courses on

study

Best response

of targets (%)

EGFR/HER1 mutation status

Tissue Serum

67 (f) Squamous

adenocarcinoma

1. Cisplatin ? amrubicin 20 2 -14.5 NA NA

64a (f) Adenocarcinoma 1. Cisplatin ? TS-1 20 11 -7.7 Del

19 ? T790 M

NA

2. Gefitinib

3. Erlotinib

4. Gefitinib

57a (f) Adenocarcinoma 1. Cisplatin ? gemcitabine 40/30 18 -24.6 NA Wild type

2. Nimotuzumab

61a (f) Squamous cell

carcinoma

1. Carboplatin ? paclitaxel 50/40/30 3 -15.3 NA Wild type

2. Gefitinib

3. Erlotinib

65a (m) Adenocarcinoma 1. Cisplatin ? docetaxel 50/40 12 -20.8 NA Wild type

2. Docetaxel

3. Gefitinib

4. Gefitinib ? gemcitabine

5. Gefitinib

67a (f) Adenocarcinoma 1. Gefitinib 50/40 3 -2.4 NA Del 19 ? T790 M

2. Carboplatin ? gemcitabine

3. Erlotinib

4. TS-1

EGFR Epidermal growth factor receptor, HER Human epidermal growth factor receptor, NA not applicable
a Never smoker

Fig. 1 Maximum tumour size reduction of individual patients by

mutational status
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in non-Japanese patients, in which afatinib has demon-

strated activity in patients with advanced NSCLC and

EGFR/HER1 mutations [16, 21]. However, it should be

considered that EGFR/HER1 mutations were not identified

in all patients in this study, and in three cases, mutations

were identified from serum samples rather than tumour

samples.

Pharmacokinetic analysis revealed that plasma concen-

trations of afatinib peaked at 3–4 h after administration and

declined with a half-life of 30–40 h at steady state. The

accumulation ratio based on the AUC values was approx-

imately 2–4. Afatinib exhibited high apparent volume

of distribution, which indicates a high tissue distribution of

the drug. However, the values of the apparent volume of

distribution should be interpreted with caution, as the

absolute bioavailability of afatinib in humans is unknown.

Steady state was considered to have been reached on Day 8

(7 days after the start of drug administration). Although

dose proportionality was not evaluated statistically in this

study owing to the limited number of patients, exposure of

afatinib generally increased with increasing doses, and

there was no obvious deviation from a dose-proportional

increase in exposure. This is in agreement with findings

from previous trials, which have shown no obvious devi-

ation from dose proportionality in the dose range of

10–160 mg of afatinib [17–19, 22].

Comparison of the PK parameters obtained from pre-

vious Phase I studies in non-Japanese cancer patients suf-

fering from advanced solid tumours [17–19, 22] to those in

Japanese patients reported here revealed that the PK of

afatinib in Japanese patients can be considered comparable

to those in non-Japanese patients. Comparison of the

individual AUC and Cmax values of Japanese and non-

Japanese patients showed that although the AUC and

Cmax values tended to be higher in Japanese patients than in

non-Japanese patients at some doses, most values in

Japanese were within the same range of those in non-Japanese

(Fig. 3). Tmax and t1/2 values reported here in Japanese

Fig. 2 Arithmetic mean (± standard deviation) plasma concentration–time profiles of afatinib after single and multiple oral administration over

28 days in Course 1

Table 4 Pharmacokinetic parameters of afatinib after multiple oral administration of afatinib 20, 40 and 50 mg once daily

Course 1 Day 1 Day 28 (steady state)

20 mg (n = 3) 40 mg (n = 3) 50 mg (n = 6) 20 mg (n = 3) 40 mg (n = 3) 50 mg (n = 5)

Parameter (unit) gMean

(gCV [%])

gMean

(gCV [%])

gMean

(gCV [%])

gMean

(gCV [%])

gMean

(gCV [%])

gMean

(gCV [%])

AUC0–24 (ng h/mL) 147 (84.5) 299 (6.0)b 539 (59.0) 409 (16.5) 1,240 (9.7) 1,010 (71.5)

AUC0–24 norm ([ng h/mL]/mg) 7.33 (84.5) 7.47 (6.0)b 10.8 (59.0) 20.5 (16.5) 31.0 (9.7) 20.1 (71.5)

Cmax (ng/mL) 12.4 (101) 18.9 (45.8) 44.4 (60.6) 26.9 (24.9) 83.3 (30.1) 66.8 (71.6)

Cmax, norm ([ng h/mL]/mg) 0.620 (101) 0.473 (45.8) 0.887 (60.6) 1.34 (24.9) 2.08 (30.1) 1.34 (71.6)

tmax
a (h) 3.9 (3.0–5.0) 4.1 (2.0–9.0) 3.0 (2.0–5.0) 4.0 (2.9–5.0) 3.0 (2.0–4.0) 3.0 (1.0–5.0)

t� (h) 21.3 (63.1) 37.9 (24.9)b 14.8 (20.0) 38.5 (14.4) 40.4 (11.9) 33.5 (22.2)

CL/F (mL/min) 1,200 (39.5) 799 (19.5)b 1,030 (55.9) 814 (16.5) 538 (9.7) 827 (71.5)

Vz/F(L) 2,200 (122.0) 2,620 (5.2)b 1,320 (62.8) 2,710 (30.3) 1,880 (3.8) 2,400 (80.6)

gCV geometric coefficient of variation; gMean geometric mean; AUC area under the curve; CL clearance
a median (range), b n = 2
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patients were also within the same range as those in

non-Japanese patients. Whilst we cannot rule out that

pharmacogenomic differences between Japanese and non-

Japanese patients may have an effect on the pharmacody-

namic profile of afatinib, no such observations were made

in this study, and the mechanism by which pharmacoge-

nomic differences in patient populations may exert an

effect on the pharmacodynamics of afatinib remains to be

clearly established.

In conclusion, the recommended dose for Phase II study

in Japanese patients is 50 mg/day. Further evaluation of

afatinib in NSCLC patients who have been previously

treated with erlotinib and/or gefitinib in the Phase II part of

this trial is currently being conducted. Furthermore, a

Phase III trial with afatinib in an enriched population of

TKI-naı̈ve NSCLC patients is currently ongoing.
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